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ENG 421E: LANGUAGE TESTING AND EVALUATION

STREAM: BED (Arts) DURATION: 3 Hours

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

i. Answer Question ONE and any other TWO questions.

ii. Do not write on the question paper.

Question One

Although evaluation and testing are sometimes considered to be a 'necessary evil' by some
teachers and learners, they are certainly 'necessary' within properly functioning language teaching
and learning contexts. In this regard:

a) Explain FOUR purposes of language testing and evaluation. (8 marks)
b) Distinguish between 'measurement' and 'evaluation' as used in the language

teaching and learning process. (4 marks)
c) Name FOUR units of measurement that are commonly used in evaluating learners'

attainment in various language tests and tasks. (2 marks)
d) Citing FOUR examples from the following composition, use the various composition

grading symbols that teachers consider when correcting learners imaginative writing
tasks to analyse elements you would consider in scoring and grading this learner.

(16 marks)
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Question Two
An analysis of language testing and evaluation reveals that different testing approaches have been
developed in accordance with various teaching methods that a teacher needs to know and apply
when assembling information on learners' language learning progress. Using appropriate
examples of test items, discuss the FIVE language assessment approaches. (20 marks)

Question Three
Through various forms of language assessment and programmes, the teacher is able to make
certain conclusions about student learning. In reference to this statement:

a) Provide a comprehensive definition of the term 'assessment' (4 marks)
b) Explain the concept that language assessment is embedded assessment (2 Marks)
c) Distinguish the following terms as used in determining and monitoring learning in the

English language instructional process:
1. Initial Assessment

11. Formative Assessment
111. Summative Assessment (6 marks)

d) Language assessment can be conducted both formally and informally. Using examples of
specific language tasks, describe when and how each of the two forms of assessment is
likely to happen. (8 marks)

Question Four
Brown (2004) came up with a set of principles for language testing and assessment that have
since become very resourceful to language teachers and educators:

a) State the value of a teacher applying the principles of language testing and assessment
(2 marks)

b) Using illustrations, discuss the following SIX principles of language testing and
assessment:

1. Practicality
11. Authenticity

111. Washback effect
IV. Interpretability
v. Reliability

VI. Validity (18 marks)

Question Five .
When teachers are aware of why they are testing students and what exactly they want to assess
can help make the experience of examination extremely valuable. Hence, language teachers must
think about demands of the entire examination process, including administration. Referring to
this statement:

a) Outline FOUR roles of teachers in 'assessment of learning' process
b) Explain FIVE characteristics of public examinations
c) State SIX factors to consider when administering an examination

(4 marks)
(10 marks)
(6 marks)
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